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Before Fazl /1/i mid Howland, JJ.  1 9 3 4 .

MAHANT K ESH O  DAS OctoheZ^,
30, 31.

V .  N o v e m b e r ,

AMAR DASJI.-- 2k
IHnilii Law— Math— Maluuiih, whether a trustee in 

English seme of the terni— offiec, in old cuts of— (jeneral trust 
for pious or religious purposes, existence of— usar fG  a n d  c u s 

tom— trii.st  ̂ notion of— Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 {Act 
V of 1908), section 92— forni of final order, what should be—  
interest of the institution.

Tlie ];ie;id of :i niatJi, is not, a ti'iisiee in the sense in which 
that tei'i'n is understood in EnL(!iHli Uiw.

The conception of a truBt in tlie EngTiHh legal sense is 
iniknow!! in the Hindu systeni pure and siniple.

Vidya Varuthi Thirtlui v. Bahisami Ayyarm,  followed.

Observation on tlie incidents attfj-oliing to the tenure of 
oftice as a Mol unit.

Greedliaree Doss v. NvjidlHssire DossC- )̂ and Ram Pa.Tkash 
Das V. Anand Das(’i),  referred to.

The head of a reliftioui:; instital.i.on ordinarily holds the 
property Kubject to certain oblig’atiojis. Thoug'li not a trustee 
in Ejig'hwli Henna of the term, he i« novoriheless, in view of 
the obli,n’ation.q and duties resting' on liim, a.nswerahle as a 
trustee in the general sense for proper administration.

There nuiy be a trri>̂ t in tlie general sense, as distinguished 
from a specific trn.st, for pious or religious purposes under 
the Hindu lâ \̂  and its existence or otherwise is a matter 
for determination on the evidence as to the usag’e and custom 
of the math.
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19M. . Parka.^h Das y. A/nnnd DafiO), Vidya Varuthi
Mahans' T h i r t h  « .  B a l u s a m i  A y y a r ( ^ )  N d l i a p p a  A c h a n  v. P u m i a i -

Kusho Das Aeharii^), followed.
1? •

Amar exiftterice of n, very wide discretion in the Mal'iant
Dasji. fi'B to the aijiplicntion o f tlie income o f a.n a ,^ f j ia l  h  by no 

means ineonsistent witli a, fifloc'uiry obligation so to manage 
llie  property that the objects for which the InRtitntion exists 
Hhii'll l)e effectively served. T lie  fact that incom e of the
pi‘(vperty bas all along been applied to relio'ioiis and charitable
piirposeR is f;tron,2; reason for lioldin^' that tlio^e purf)ose8 are 
tlie pm'poRew for vvliirh the in.stitntion exist.s.

Dnec! a clcai' case is nnule out for the court’ s interference 
under «ection 02, ('ode of (l ivi! Procedure, J908, the form 
of the fiiiid order should be governed by what jippears {,o be 
in the interest of tlie i)isl.itntioii.

Appeal by the defendant.

The facts of thei case material to this report are 
stated in the judgment of Rowland, J.

Mahabir Prasad a,nd Tarhpshwar Nath^ for the 
appellant.

Balcleo Sahay (with him G. P. Singh, Ratnesh- 
war Prasad Singh and B. B. Saran), f<;r the 
respondents.

Row land, J .— This appeal arises out of a suit 
brought under the provisions of section 92 of the 
Civil Procedure Code. The first defendant Kesho 
Das was Maliant of a samjhat situated at Amawan 
and having Sanghats at other places subordinate to 
it. The second defendant Bwarup Das is a person 
stated by defendant no. 1 to be his Chela to whom 
defendant no, 1 has transferred the mahantship and, 
all the properties of the smighats. The plaintiffs 
allege that the sanghats constitute a religious founda
tion of the sect or order of IJdasi Nanakshalii Sadhus, 
that the properties have been endowed and dedicated

(1) ( 1 ^ )  I .  L . R. 43 Cal. 707, ? . (;.
(2) (1921) I. L . E . 44 Mad. 8B1, P. C.
&) I. L , \X. 50 Ma<i, 567.
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from time to time in trust for religious purposes of 
charitable nature. The suit was instituted after mahant 
obtaining sanction of the Legal Remembrancer, Bihar Kesho Bas 
and Orissa, who performs the functions of the
Advocate-General for the purposes of section 92 of dasji, 
the Civil Procedure Code.

I t  was alleged that tlie office of the Maha,nt could 
only be held by a, celibate ascetic and that Mahant 
Kesbo Das became disqualified for holding the office 
by reason of rnaj'riage, that Swarup Das was also 
married, that Mahant Kesho Das was incompetent 
to transfer the maliantsbip and properties to Bwarup 
Das and that l>oth of the defendants bad committed 
br'each of trust and neglect of duty, mismana.gement 
and waste. The substantial reliefs claimed were the 
removal of Kesho Das from mahantship, appoint
ment of auother Mahant, declaration that Swa,rup 
Das was not eligible for appointment and was not 
duly appointed and an order for rendering accounts 
and for vsettling a scheme.

The principal defence taken was that there is no 
trust, express or implied, of a public nature, that 
the properties have always been held as the personal 
pi'operties of the Mahant for the time being, that 
celibacy was not an essential qualification of a 
Mahant, that Kesho Das had not in fact married but 
that he having retired in favour of defendant no. 2 
no longer claims to be Mahant, that defendant no. 2 
had been managing the a.ffairs of the estate fa.ithfully 
and diligently and the allegat,ion of nrisfea.sance a;nd 
mismanagements were false.

The District Jndge found that, the properties in 
suit appertained to a public trust and that the 
mnghats formed a ])ublic and religious institution, 
that no married pei'son could be or remain a Mahant 
and that Kesho Das had married, that the transfer 
of the office and properties to Swarup Das was not 
valid beca,use the proper method of appointing a new 
Mahant was by election; and he passe<l a decree for
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removal of Keslio Das from maliantsliip^ and framed
M a h a n t a scheme for the management of the sanghats incliid- 

lifisHo Das ing procedure for appointment of *a presiding 
Mahant by election. He refused the prayer for 
rendition of a.ccounts holding that the plaintiffs had 
failed to prove misappropriation of monies, etc.

In appeal the substantial contentions are that 
the properties are not held subject to any trust and, 
therefore, the suit under section 92 of the Civil 
Procedure Code is not maintainable. The properties 
were the private pi'operties of each, successive Maliant. 
The finding of the District Judge that marriage is a 
disqualification is challenged as also the finding on 
evidence that Kesho Das has married. On the other 
hand the respondent is dissatisfied with the finding 
of the District Judge on the question of misfeasance, 
misappropriation and waste and raises again the 
claim for rendition of accounts. Thus the first point 
to consider will be the nature of the samjhat pro
perties and the conditions under which they were held 
and managed by successive Mahants, The District 
Judge thought that the grants produced before him 
were documents creating trust and has passed over 
somewhat lightly the oral evidence showing how the 
propei’ties have been dealt with.

Mr, Mahabir Prasad for the ap])ellant has placed 
before us all the sanads which are on. the record a-nd 
has argued that they would not bear the construction 
placed upon them by the District Judge. I  should 
mention that the sanads produced mostly cover small 
areas and in the aggregate only a small proportion of 
the entire property appertaining to the sa.nghats. 
The earliest is exhibit K{12) dating as far back as 
1736 A .D . and covers an area of 5 bighas 15 biswas 
only. There are successive grants dated 1742, 1746, 
1748, 1760, 1761, 1765, 1774, 1776, 1777, 1786, 1788, 
1790, 1792 and 1795. There are two amalnamm of 
1851 and a kabuliyat of 1856. Each of these is 
expressed as a grant to the grantee by name, the 

majority of them authorise the grantee to cultivate



and enjoy the usufruct. Tlie earlier saiiads enjoin 
the grantee to engage himself in prayer for the mahant "
prosperity of the realm. Several grants are expressed Kesho Das
as being given “  wajah hhairat ”  which has been  ̂
officially translated for charitable purposes ”  but 
for the appellant it is contended that the words mean 
no more than “  by way of charity ”  or as a free g ift,
Again several of the grants beginning with exhibit 
K (9 ) which is of the year 1742 are expressed to be 
in favour of Fakirs of the order of Nanak Shah of 
the Amawan sanghat. The District Judge has laid, 
some emphasis on the reference to the sang hat as 
showing that the grants were made for the purposes 
of the sangJiat and, thei’efore, were grants given in 
trust and creating a public trust. The appellant 
contends that this is straining the language of the 
grants and in turn lays emphasis on the constantly 
repeated expressions in successive sanads permitting 
the grantees and their children to appropriate the 
usufruct. Too much stress, in my opinion, should 
not be laid on particular expressions of this kind; the 
nature of the institution is rather to be determined 
not solely on fragmentary expressions in documents 
covering fragments of the property but on a consi
deration of the whole history of the institution as 
disclosed on a general view of the documentary and 
oral evidence in the case. Mr. Mahabir Prasad, in 
contending that the power given to the grantee to 
appropriate the usufruct is fatal to the plaintiffs’ 
case of a public trust, has referred to several 
cases in which it has been held that the head of a 
math is not a trustee in the sense in which that term 
is understood in English law. So much may 
be conceded as settled. The conception of a 
trust in the English legal sense is, as pointed out by 
their Lordships in Tidya Varuthi Tkirtha  v.
Balusami AyyarQ-),: unknown in the Hindu system 
pure and simple. The position of a Mahant has been

(iHiosiy i- L.'E7~4i” MadT SsirPToT™ ,
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1934. compared in certain cases of the Madras H igh Court 
to that of a bishop, to that- of the holder of a benefice 

eesho Das and to that of a tenant for life. The decision just 
cited condemns the vice of this method of analogy. 
Mr, Mahabir Prasad’s contention that not being a 
trustee in the English sense the Mahant must be held 
to be a, full owner with absolute proprietary right 
seems to me to be really an example of trying to 
apply the same reasoning by analogy in another 
direction. The essence of the argument is that i f  
one of' the precise definitions of English law. that of 
“  trustee ” , is not applicable the case inust there
fore fall under another equally precise notion, that 
of full owner. This line of reasoning though 
ingenious, and superficially attractive, is unsound. 
The Privy Council have more than once reaffirmed 
the dictum of Lord Eomilly in Greedharee Doss v. 
Nandkissore Doss(^ ):—

that the only law as to these mahants and their 
offices, functions, and duties is to be found in cnstom 
and practice, which is to be proved by testimony.’ ^

Nevertheless their Lordships have in recent 
decisions mentioned some features which are regarded 
as the normal incidents attaching to the tenure of 
office as a Mahant. Thus in Earn Par hash Das v. 
Anand Das{^) Lord Shaw says:—

‘ ‘ An asthal, commonly known in Northern India 
as a muth, is an institution of a monastic nature. It  
is established for the service of a particular cult, the 
instruction in its tenets and the observance of its rites. 
The followers of the cult and disciples in the 
institution are known as chelas; the chelas are of two 
classes—celibate and non-celibate. In  the asthal now 
being dealt with, the religious brethren were the 
iairagi or celibate chelas; the lay brethren were

(1) (1867) 11 Moo. I .  A. 405.
(2) (191G) I. L . R. 48 Oal. 707, V,



girhast or liouseholder chelas. Tlie mahcmt must, by 
the custom of the muth, be a bairagi oi religious ~mvhan'7' 
chela. The maluvnt is the head of the institution, kksho dak 
He sits upon the cjaddi; he initiates candidates 
into the mysteries of the cult; he superintends 
the worship of tlie idol and the accustomed spiritual 
rites, he manages the property of the, institution; 
he administers its affairs; and the whole assets 
are vested in him as the owner thereof in trust 
for the institution itself. Upon his death or
abdication he is succeeded by one of the bairagi 
chelas. These hairagi chelas are, as stated, celibates;
:r i f  they have ever been married they must prior to 
their initiation as bairagi chelas, have renounced 
their wives and families and have conformed to the 

.practice of the muth. This practice is ascetic; it
involves a separation from all wordly wealth and
ties, and a self-dedication to the services and rites of
the asthal...... ..................... ...this property is held by
the mahant as its owner, and the succession to him in 
such property follows with the succession to the 
office. The nature of the ownership is, as has been 
said, an ownership in trust for the m%th or institution 
itself, and it must not be forgetten that although 
large administrative powers are undoubtedly vested 
in the reigning mahant, this trust does exist, and that 
it must be respected.”

In Vidya Varuthi Thirtha's case(i) above cited 
the High Court had held on a consideration of the 
decision in Ram Par hash Das v. Anand Das{^) that 
a suit to recover possession of certain properties 
alienated by a former head of the math was barred 
by articles 134 and 144, Indian Limitation Act. It  
seems that they had applied the observations of their 
Lordships as i f  the words ‘ trust and trustees " had 
been used in their technical sense. The decision was 
reversed but I  can find nothi% in the judgment of 
their Lordships adverse to the view that the head of

a )  44”^ ^ /  881^ P . C. ”
(2) (1916) I. B , 43 Cal, 707, 718, P , O.
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a religious institution ordinarily holds the property 
'̂ M.uiAN'r subject to certain obligations. I t  is said: —

i>At, Hindu piety found expression in gifts to idols
Amah and images consecreted and installed in temples, to 
■I'Ahjj. religious institutions of every kind, and for all 

Jif.Vi'fANT), purposes considered meritorious in the Hindu social 
and religious system: to Brahmans^ Goswamis,
Sanyasis, etc. When the g ift  was to a holy person, 
it carried with it in terms or by usage and custom
certain obligations...... ....................In many cavses in
Southern India especially where the diffusion of 
Aryan Brahmanism was essential for bringing the 
Dravidian peoples under the religious rule of the 
Hindu system, colleges and monasteries under the 
names of muth were founded under spiritual teacliers 
of recognized sanctity. These men had and have 
ample discretion in the application of the funds 
of the institution, but always subject to certain 
obligations and duties, equailly governed by custom 
and usage.”
It  is pointed out that the head of such an 
institution though not a trustee in English sense of 
the term is nevertheless, in view of the obligations and 
duties resting on him, answerable as a trustee in the 
general sense for proper administration. Later in 
the judgment their Lordships have referred to “  the 
distinction between a specific trust and a trust for 
general pious or religious purposes under the Hindu 
and Muhammadan Laws This much is, I  think, 
sufiicient to dispose' of the contention that i f  the 
defendant is not a trustee in the specific sense he 
must be a full owner and that there can be no trust 
within the meaning of section 92 of the Civil Proce
dure Code. It  is clear that there may be a trust in 
the general sense and its existence or otherwise is a 
matter for determination on the evidence as to the 
usage and custom of the math.

Mr, Mahabir Prasad has further contended in 
this connection that the words “  express or cpnstruc-
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tive trust created for public purposes for charitable io;m. 
or religious nature ”  in section 92 of the Civil Proce- 
dure Code mean that the section is only applicable Das
wlian there is definite evidence as to the creation of t>.
the trust and of a dedication to purposes of 
charitable and religions nature. That is to say,'that 
section 92 reinforces his contention that the inatter Rowlanb. 
is to be decided on the terms o f the grants. To take ^
this narrow view, liowever, would in my opinion be 
contra.ry to the principle laid down by the Privy 
Council in Ram Parkash Das v. Anand Das{^) and 
Vidya Yavutlii Thirtha v. Balusami Ayyar(^) where 
it is made clear that the courts w ill have regard 
particularly to usage and custom. The view which 
I  talve is in agreement with that taken by a division 
Bench of the Maxlras High Court in ISlelUa'ppa A cliari 
V . P unncvwanam Acharii^^).

The history of the Amawan sanghat is to a large 
extent undisputed. The sect of Udasi ISTanakshald 
Sadhus, an offshoot of the Sikh religion, was founded 
by Baba Srichand. He was a celibate" and founded 
a celibate sect, though the sect also made disciples 
who were householders and there have been and are 
both ascetic and girhast disciples of the sect. 
According to the evidence for the plaintiffs the 
sanghat at Amawan was established in the time of 
Baba Hari Das whose disciple and successor was Baba 
Seva Das. Successive Mahants have been Baba 
Chain Das, Baba Lachhman Das, Baba Ham Prasad 
Das, Baba Joy Kissun Das, Baba Ram Kissun Das,
Baba Narain Das and Baba Jyoti Swarup Das, the 
last named was the immediate predecessor of Kesho 
Das, defendant no. 1. The succession in every case 
was to an ascetic chela of the sect. This much is not 
disputed. It  is further undisputed that at the 
sanghat it has been the practice to conduct worship

Cl) (1916) I. L . 11. 48 Oal. 707, P . O. '
(2) (1921) I. L . B . 4-1 Mad. 831, P. C.
(3) (1920) I .  L .  E . 50 Mad. 567.
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„ Ura.Tith Salieb, to feed sadhus, tp feed the poor
M vHAN-r Brahmans and to give instruction and that money 

kissho Das is spent on behalf of the sanghat on these objects.
amar no. 1 that in Ms time also
bX ” regular worship was all along being done as well

as the enterUiinnwnt of sadlius and education of
Rowland, scholars; but he says this was done

“  fi'oin iilie iticome of the properties but a<) the wish of the
Mahants.”

The extracts which I  have given from two 
decisions of the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council make it quite clear that the existence of a 
very wide discretion in the Mahants as to the applica
tion of the income of an asthal is by no means 
inconsistent with a fiduciary obligation so to manage 
the property that the obiects for which the institution 
exists shall be effectively served. The fact that 
income of the properties has all along been applied 
to the religions and charitable purposes indica,ted 
above, is strong reason for holding that those purposes 
are the purposes for which the institution exists and 
this view is further supported by expressions in 
exhibit 17 which is a will of Mahai;it Narain Das 
appointing Jyoti Swarup as Ms successor and in 
exhibit 18 which is a will by Jyoti Swarup Das 
similarly appointing Kesho Das. In exhibit 17 there 
is the recital that the sanghat has immoveable 
properties, that there are a good many moveable 
properties appertaining to the said ŝanghat and that 
the executant as Mahant gaddinasliin has been in 
possession and enjoyment of the usufruct of these 
properties. The will in making the appointment in 
favour of Jyoti Swarup Das declare that he shall be 
in possession and occupation of the properties, shall 
manage and administer the duties of Mahant, shall 
make collection and realisation, etc., and shall spend 
their income in good and other necessary works 
appertaining to the said sanghat. The other will 
similarly directs that Kesho Das shall become Mahant



gaddinashin of the Amawan sanghat as well as of 
all the properties moveable or immoveable of the mahakt 
testator, that he shall administer all the affairs and Kesho das 

business of the scmghat in the manner in which they 
are performed in the sanghat, he shall maintain good 
character and not do any illegal or indecent act at 
any time contrary to the usage and custom of the 
sanghat, in case of any bad act coming to light 
panchan or arbitrators of the caste and respectable 
disciples shall be competent to appoint another chela 
of the testator as head of the sanghat and proprietor 
of the properties. There is a further direction to 
maintain and provide for the other discipjes of the 
testator and of his guru as at present. It  is on the 
above and other materials on the record abundantly 
clear that the sanghat is a religious and charitable 
foundation corresponding in its general features to 
the description o f similar foundations which I  have 
quoted from the two Privy Council decisions in Ram 
Parkash Das v. Anand Das(^) and Vidya Vamthi 
Thirtha v. Balusami Ayijari^). Particular properties 
do not appear to have been given expressly in trust 
but there was certainly an implied or constructive 
trust of a public nature in which the disciples of the 
sect both religious and lay brethren (sadhus and 
girhast) were interested. I  would, therefore, confirm 
the finding of the District Judge that the properties 
in suit are properties appertaining to the sanghat 
which is a public trust for religious and charitable 
purposes and further that the plaintiffs as disciples 
of the sect are persons interested in the trust and 
entitled to maintain the suit under section 92. * *  *

'A fter dealing with questions of fact his 
Lordship proceeded as follows

On this state of the facts it  remains to consider 
whether Kesho Das should be removed, whether a new
~ 1 )  (1916) I .  L . B . 43 C a l C.

(2) (1921) I ,  L . R , U  Mad. ,831, P. C.
4 1 I. Ii. B.
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trustee is required to be appointed, wlietlier a sclieiiie 
' Maiiant required to be framed and whether an order ought
Kesho Bab to be passed for rendition of a.ccomits. On tlie first

question there is no room for hesitation. Kesho Das 
v)annot be allowed to bold the maliantship for the 
foHowing reasons

{1) He being married the whole purpose of the 
trust the maintenance of an ascetic institution is 
frustrated i f  a married man remains at the head of 
it. (£) He has alienated the entire properties of the 
math by a transfer which he had no power to make 
in favour of an outsider, his own nephew. {3) Accord
ing to his own written statement he has given up his
office as Mahant. (4) His management of the trust
properties on the face of it appears wasteful and 
extravagant. The savings of his predecessors on his 
own admission were being rapidly dissipated.

Once a clear case is made out for the court’s 
interference under section 92 the form of the final 
order should be governed by what appears to be in the 
interest of the institution. It  is necessary in this 
instance that a new trustee be appointed and that 
arrangements be made which will prevent such mis
management as has taken place and will provide for 
future succession. Such arrangements have been 
made in the scheme framed which was prepared after 
consultation with the representatives of the plaintiffs 
and other persons interested in the endowment. In 
connection with the scheme the plaintiffs luive 
suggested in their cross-objection that the properties 
should be held not in the name of the Mahant for the 
time being but of the managing committee. No 
sufficient reason has been shown to us for ordering 
such a modification and to allow it would be a 
departure from the customa,ry practice followed 
hitherto in this math and ordinarily followed in 
similar institutions. It  is not desirable that the head 
of the institution should be reduced, to the position



of a nonentity. I  would, therefore, refuse amend- 
ment of the scheme in this respect. Another objection maiuko: 
taken to the scheme by the plaintiffs is that it should kesuo jjas 
provide for removal of the Mahant by the vote of 
two-thirds of the members of the managing committee 
whereas the scheme provides that a Mahant or 
cuiliikari may be removed for misconduct by a meeting 
of the congregation of disciples and public. It  is 
also suggested that the Mahant or adhikari should be 
liable to removal i f  negligent, unfaithful and guilty 
of any misconduct or otherwise undesirable. The 
proposal seems to me much too wide and likely to 
make the Mahant a mere jnippet holding his office at 
the good will of a small body liable to be influenced 
by personal motives. I  would, therefore, refuse to 
modify the scheme in the manner asked for.

I t  remains to consider the prayer in the cross 
-objection for rendition of accounts, There are two 
difficulties in way of passing such an order. One 
is that the usufruct of the properties has all along 
been held in the hands of the Mahant for the time 
being to be applied at his discretion and another is 
that an order for rendering accounts is likely to be 
in substance infructuous. The properties were made 
over in January, 1929, by Kesho Das to Swamp Das 
and the latter having disappeared and being perhaps 
dead his dealings with the assets cannot effectively be 
investigated. Hence it appears that an order for 
rendering accounts would lead merely to an expensive 
and laborious inquiry leading to no tangible result.
I  would, therefore, confirm the District Judge’s order 
in so far as it refused the prayer for rendering 
accounts. In the result I  would dismiss the appeal 
with costs and would also dismiss the cross-objection 
parties bearing their own costs of the cross-objection,

F a z l  A li ,  J.— I agree. 

A ffB o l cmd cross~okie0tio7i dis0i$se4,
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